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hydraulophone
civic sculptures + musical instruments

Hydraulophone installation at Ontario Science Centre:
(Steve Mann and Chris Aimone, 2006)
The hydraulophone is like a woodwind instrument but it runs
on water rather than air. You play the hydraulophone by stopping the jets of water with your fingers or hands. By blocking
multiple jets you can even play chords.

This hydraulophone installation, as the main architectural
centerpiece out in front of the
Ontario Science Centre, is a
musical instrument that is open
to the public 24 hours a day.
Top: Aerial view of hydraulophone installation in Teluscape
park.
Bottom: Nighttime panorama of
the piece.

Hydraulophone installation at Early Learning Centre:
(Steve Mann and Chris Aimone, 2005)
Starting from the left side of the hydraulophone, each jet corresponds to a note on the musical scale starting at “A’’, and moving through the musical alphabet, where each jet can be labeled
as “A, B, C, D, E, F, G, a, b, c, d, e.’’

Alumni news

CATHY MCFEE:

CNIB OPENS INNOVATIVE
OUTDOOR CLASSROOM FOR CHILDREN
BY SARAH FABBRI

A young boy in a playground giggles when he discovers that
a special water fountain he is playing with makes different
sounds when he moves his fingers – like a keyboard.
The boy is blind and he’s playing on something called a
hydraulophone which is helping him learn more about the
world around him. He's in the CNIB's (Canadian National
Institute for the Blind) recently opened Outdoor Classroom
in Calgary. It’s the first facility of its kind in Canada.
“We have created something that has tremendous meaning
for these children and their families,” says Cathy McFee,
Director of Services and Operations, CNIB - Alberta NWT
Division. McFee received her Leadership Development
Certificate of Excellence last spring and says her Banff
Centre experiences played an important role in the
development of the Outdoor Classroom.
The idea for the classroom started more than two years ago
when employees with Urban Systems, a Calgary consulting
firm, participated in the United Way’s Day of Caring by
painting fences in the CNIB’s Family and Children’s area,
says McFee.
“We invited the Urban Systems team in for a tour, to share
information about CNIB, and this led to some discussion
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about developing a sensory playground to better meet the
needs of children with vision loss,” she says. Currently CNIB
Calgary has about 80 preschool children registered with
its services.
“We started to ask ourselves questions such as: Who uses
this space? How is it used? How does it compliment the
services of the CNIB program?” says Leighton Ginther of
Urban Systems.
There was a lot of enthusiasm and creativity, recalls McFee.
“We pulled together an exciting plan. We designed an
educational facility where children with vision loss could
explore, develop skills, and build confidence in a safe,
interactive and accessible environment."
Plans featured a tactile map at the entrance to help children
mentally map the outdoor space, a looped pathway system
to give children the opportunity to develop their orienteering
skills, a xylophone, and a sound bench.
“We were faced with a number of challenges,” says McFee.
These included securing approval from the CNIB’s national
office and securing the resources to fund the project.
At the time, McFee was just about to start her fourth

Leadership Development program, Leading Teams for High
Performance.
During Leading Teams, McFee says she had a chance to
present the Outdoor Classroom plans to her learning group.
“I gained more confidence about how to communicate a
plan to our national office, highlighting the benefits and
outcomes to the organization. I (also) learned about staying
focused, connecting with my own sense of values, and
leading others with both purpose and passion.”
The national office gave McFee the nod of approval to go
ahead with the project.
McFee and her project team then secured additional
partners in addition to Urban Systems, including WestJet.
The tasks expanded, from creating a fundraising strategy to
organizing volunteers.
“I learned about facilitating a new team that involved both
internal and external stakeholders,” explains McFee. She
now had to build consensus and foster collaboration around
a common goal.
In November 2007, McFee took Art of the Executive Leader,
her fifth program. “One of the things I have learned is that

for nonprofit organizations to be competitive and successful
you need to be innovative and mobilize every sector of
society.”
On October 3, 2008 McFee’s shared vision became a reality
and the CNIB Outdoor Classroom officially opened. The
most memorable moment for McFee was watching several
of the young children with vision loss engaged in play with
the many components of the Outdoor Classroom.
"One very small child stood quietly – head bowed, eyes
closed, tiny hands grasping onto the smooth xylophone
bars – enjoying the calming vibrations of sound as his father
delicately struck the instrument," McFee says.
McFee says she is grateful for the support she has received
along her 10-year learning journey, one made possible
thanks to the generosity of others. “It happened because of
the Centre’s scholarships for non-profit leaders and I want to
express my gratitude and appreciation.”

Sarah Fabbri is marketing officer for Leadership Development.
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Natural Technologies
Our technology has been designed to run on low-voltage (12 volts DC), making it easy to run from
green technologies such as solar panels.

The pictures to the right show a solar panel powered
WaterTouchtm prototype placed in a water table. Both Children
and parents alike find the gentle soothing vibrations wonderful
to the touch,providing hours of musical fun and entertainment.

States of Matter Ensemble:
(Steve Mann, Chris Aimone, Ryan Janzen, Ariel
Garten, 2007)
Here we see the logical extension of the theme
of musical embodiments of the ancient states of
matter. There are already displays of how water
and ideas can be manipulated to create music,
here are examples of art that embodies air, earth,
and fire.
See video: Pneumatophone.
see also: http://wearcam.org/icmc2007/

The Andantephone:
(Steve Mann 2005)
The Andantephone is an interactive musical
instrument that is played by stepping on different pads. Each pad corresponds to a note
of a song that is programmed into the instrument. As the user walks across the Andantephone a note is played and the user can
change the tempo the song is played at by
speeding up or slowing down.
See video: Andantophone
see: wearcam.org/andantephone/

“Mapster” at Digifest 2004: (Chris Aimone and Steve Mann, 2004, opening conincident with Mann’s keynote address at Digifest)
By walking on the map, mp3 files are transferred from remote file servers to North America. Music is transferred over the internet and across
boarders thus challenging copyright laws, while agency is transferred to the unwitting individual who is clearly not accountable for his or her actions.

The Blue-roofs project:
(Steve Mann with Chris Aimone and A. Sehgal, 2004)
The Blue-roofs “Urbeach” design combines sustainable energy (wind,
solar, etc.) with ecologically conscious waterplay spaces.
A blue-roof is an urban oasis that recontextualizes the boundary between public and private space.
The project included the world’s first roof membrane to encapsulated
photovoltaics. Additionally a wind turbine harvests electrical energy.
Solar heated water provides warm showers and fun waterplay. The
water is reclaimed and used to irrigate a “green roof” (rooftop garden).
This eco-shower concept won first place (a 10,000 euro prize) in the
2004 Coram International Design Competition.

Interactive brainwave music and art:
(S. Mann, C. Aimone, J. Fung, and A.Garten. 2003)
A communal bathing experience via a network of Internet-connected
baths. EEG brainwave monitoring allows biofeedback between bathers
in other places. The collective brain activity produces sound and light,
yielding a soothing musical aquatic environment.

Public art installation in Ottawa, Toronto, and Niagara Falls, linked to Olympics venue...

Art installation at Vancouver Olymics, 2010...

Leftmost: Testing early prototype at 330 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ontario, where
InteraXon is co-located.
Steve Mann, Mark Post (pictured), James Fung, Ariel Garten, Chris Aimone, and Trevor
Coleman.
This installation art bridges the gap between cyberspace (cyborgspace) and physical
space, using brainwave-controlled architectural lighting.
Participants are invited to control the lights on major architectural landmarks, such as the
CN Tower in Toronto, the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa, and the lights on Niagara Falls,
all from the Ontario Pavillion at the 2010 Olympics in Vancouver.
This public art installation extends out across the country and will be open to the public to
experience as part of the Ontario Pavillion during the entire time of the Olympics,
February 12-28, 2010.

Public cyborg art:
Left: Worlds first wearable computer with
24hr continuous audio / video streaming. (S.Mann, 1984).
Above: Contemporary designs. (C.Aimone, S.Mann. 2002)

Left: “Cyberman”: (Directed by Peter Lynch. 2001)
“Steve Mann is the world’s first real cyborg, a man who exists
in harmony with technology. With the help of a computer that
he developed to serve as an extension of his own senses, he
is able to absorb reality electronically, ... able to confront issues of privacy and the manipulation. ... Cyberman is
a brilliant exploration of obsession, the nature of genius,
and mass media.”
-- Canadian Film Institute, 2001.
“Cyberman, is about a genius computer geek at the U of T who
created the world’s first wearable computer.”
-- Globe and Mail.
Rated, by P.O.V.’s Peter Wyntonic as “Canada’s most important
film of the year”, and was rated by Toronto Life as the best
film at the International Film Festival, 2001.

Top: “Cyborg”: (S. Mann with Hal Niedzviecki, 2001)
Book on cybernetic art and technology
“Cyborg is packed with extraordinary insights into the relation between power, culture and technology, and the complex
perceptual and cognitive reality that is quickly emerging on
the threshold of the transhuman epoch.” -- Christopher Dewdney, --The Globe and Mail

Five significant contributions to research
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General-Purpose Wearable Computing in everyday life:
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“SeatSale”: License to Sit:
(Steve Mann, 2001)
San Francisco Art Institute (SFAI, 800 Chestnut St.), organized by Independent Curators International (ICI) of New York, and curated by Steve
Dietz of walkerart.org (Walker Art Center) of Minneapolis. SeatSale
was also exhibited at various other museums and galleries, such as
Austin Museum of Art, Oklahoma City Museum of Art, etc..
“Real-Life Cyborg Challenges Reality With Technology”,
September 25, 2001, -- New York Times.

Five significant contributions to research
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Service to the Community:
IEEE International Symposium on Technology and Society, 2013, Steve Mann, General Chair

World’s largest technical society

Insert credit card to retract seat spikes!
S. Mann, San Francisco Art Institute, 2001

Fingerprint-scanning briefcase designed to be opened by anyone except the owner. Therefore, a security guard
wishing to search the owner’s case must submit to being fingerprinted! Leonardo Award for Excellence, S. Mann, 2004

As a designer, artist, scientist, technologist, engineer, and mathematician, and Renaissance humanist,
Mann is interested in ALL aspects of Advancing Technology for Humanity!
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Five significant contributions to research
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Steve Mann

.

“Through the Glass, Lightly”, IEEE Technology and Society, Vol. 31, Number 3, Fall 2012, Pages 10-14

Mann was recognized as “Father of AR” and the “Father of Wearable Computing” (IEEE ISSCC 2000)
... and Wearable Computing is now a $241 billion industry!!!
1

Five significant contributions to research
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The 50 Best Inventions of 2009 --

Fully functional Implantable Camera System.
Inventor:
• Steve Mann (Patent CA2313693A1);
Film makers:
• Denys Desjardins ("My Eye for a Camera", National Film Board of Canada);
• Rob Spence (Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

Magazine

For more information, see:
http://wearcam.org/eyeborg/

Five significant contributions to research
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Mann’s HDR (High Dynamic Range) imaging invention is used in nearly every commercially manufactured camera, including the Apple iPhone:
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HDR (High Dynamic Range) Imaging, and Computational Photography, Steve Mann, 1992
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Steve Mann photography: "Spimelapse" (space-time-lapse), Microseconds and Millennia,

dealing with the spacetime continuum and the passage of time in the MIT Strobe Lab (the lab where the
inventor of electronic ﬂash, Harold Edgerton, took his famous pictures of bullets going through apples, etc.).
Exhibited at Olga Korper Gallery, Toronto Ontario, July 6 to August 16, 2000; see http://wearcam.org/microsec/

Five significant contributions to research
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Mann’s Sensor-camera (Lifegloging/Lifelogging) invention is now in widespread use:
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Deconference 2002:
Social commentary in the Anthrax Age.
(Steve Mann, Chris Aimone, Dylan Crichton, 2002)
On the left: Interactive intelligent column shower developed as part of
the exhibition and performance.
Above: Intelligent shower system uses advanced computer vision
processing to track bathers and ensure that every drop of water lands
on flesh.
“Elegantly designed, scientifically sound and laced with
humour, Deconference achieved its objectives...”
--Azure Magazine

Ottawa

H2Orchestra
HYDRAULOPHONE WORLD TOUR

Copenhagen

http://h2orchestra.com

New
York
City

Las Vegas
San Francisco
Toronto
Orlando

Pagophone
Solid H O (Ice)

Hydraulophone
Liquid H O (Water)

Idratmosphone
Gas H O (Steam)

Plasmaphone
Plasma “H O” (”Lightning”)

Hydraulophones and the "States of H Orchestra"
phases, known as ice (solid), water (liquid) and steam (vapor, gas).
FUNtain's "H Orchestra" demonstrates a wide range of artistic and
design creativity and an ability to invent a wide range of new sculptural
forms such as musical instruments that exist in all four "Elements" of
H O: "Earth" (solid H O, ice); "Water" (liquid H O); "Air" (gaseous
H O); and "Fire" (H O-initiated plasma).
Orchestra was born in Canada in the early 1980s, with
the invention of the hydraulophone. It was inspired by the sounds of

Typical Orchestra (incomplete)

AEROPHONES

GAIAPHONES

WOODWINDS BRASS

PERCUSSION STRINGS

been shown in numerous museums around the world, including the
Queen June 2000), Museum of Modern Art (MoMA in New York),
Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam), Triennale di Milano, Austin
Museum of Art, and San Francisco Art Institute. Mann also won the

GAS (wind, air)

SOLID (earth)

Complete Orchestra
SOLID (earth)
GAIAPHONES

LIQUID (water)
HYDRAULOPHONES

GAS (wind, air)
AEROPHONES

countries.
PERCUSSION STRINGS

WATERFLUTES POSEIDOPHONES WOODWINDS BRASS

Physics-based Musical Instrument Classification

1

SOLID

“Earth ”

2

LIQUID

“Water ”

3

GAS

“Air ”

4

PLASMA
“Fire ”
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QUINTESSANCE
“Idea ”
Process or
procedure
not limited
by matter

electrons
protons

strong bonds

weak bonds

no bonds

+ +
+
+ -

ionization

+

+
holds shape
xed volume

GAIAPHONES

“Solid Instruments ”
1.1 chordophones
1.2 membranophones
1.3 idiophones

shape matches bottom
of container, at surface above
xed volume

HYDRAULOPHONES
“Water Instruments ”

shape matches container
lls volume of container

AEROPHONES

“Wind Instruments ”

hyperspace, not limited by
space constraints

PLASMAPHONES

“Plasma Instruments ”

QUINTEPHONES

“Non-physical Instruments
-

reedless
reed-based

”

mechanophones (mechanical comp.)
electrophones
optiphones (optical computing)
biological computing
neural networks

percussion

strings

woodwind
instruments

brass
instruments

Copyleft 2007 (GFDL), FL_UI_D Lab ( www.eyetap.org/fluid ) and Giant Step ( giantstep.ca )

Images from Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons.
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Sound
Sensations
Using water itself to
make beautiful music
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